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1.

Introduction

1.1.
This Manual relates to all contests carried out under the auspices of Barbershop Harmony Australia (BHA). It
should be read in conjunction with the Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) Contest Administrator Manual, which
document contains useful guidance for BHA Contest Administrators.
1.2.
Where conflict between this document and the BHS Contest Administrator Manual exists or is perceived to exist,
this document takes precedence in all matters relating to BHA contests.
1.3.
This document details requirements specific to BHA contests. These are sometimes at variance to the BHS
requirements, due to differing size, geography and organisation of the two bodies.

2.

Definitions

These definitions apply within the context of this Manual.

2.1. Contest
2.1.1.

A formal contest carried out under the auspices of BHA. This includes all formal National and Regional contests.

2.2. Contest Administrator
2.2.1. A person approved by BHA National Council, for the purposes of carrying out the Contest Administration task for
a contest. Hereinafter abbreviated to CA.

2.3. Assistant Contest Administrator
2.3.1. A person assisting the CA. This will normally be a person approved by BHA National Council. Hereinafter
abbreviated to ACA. (Note that the abbreviation ACA is used within the BHS to mean Associate Contest Administrator.
The role is similar to the BHA Assistant Contest Administrator.)

2.4. Contest Control Authority
2.4.1.

The body on whose behalf the contest is to be conducted. This will normally be:
a.

for national contests, BHA National Council, and

b.

for regional contests, the appropriate BHA Regional Board.

2.5. Contests Event
2.5.1. A gathering organised for the purpose of conducting contests. For National Contests, this would normally be a
National Convention. For Regional contests, it will be named by the Region, usually for example, ‘Eastern Region
Contests 2015’.

2.6. Contests Event Convener
2.6.1. The organisation or person responsible for the overall management of the Contests Event. Thus in this document
the term represents, for a National Convention, the Convention Committee. For a Regional Contests Event, it would
normally indicate the Regional Board.
2.6.2. A Contests Event Convener is normally charged with the task of providing facilities for contests held during its
Contests Event, but is not responsible for the conduct of the contests. That responsibility rests with the Australasian Guild
of Barbershop Judges.

3.

Contest Administrator Responsibilities

3.1.
The primary responsibility of the CA is to ensure that all contestants are provided with the best opportunity
possible, within the circumstances of the contest, to perform, and that all contestants are treated equally.
3.2.
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a.

advising the Contests Event Convener on all matters relating to the contests;

b.

preparing contest rules for the contests. These should refer to relevant BHA Standing Orders and include
any specific requirements for the contests not included in BHA Standing Orders;

c.

receiving all entries to the contests and verifying the intending contestants’ eligibility to compete. (The
contest software Scorer II has facilities for checking eligibility, based upon data obtainable in database
form from the BHA Membership Database operated by the BHA National Secretary);

d.

advising all contestants on matters relating to the contests;

e.

advising judges on matters relating to the contests;

f.

ensuring that the contests are conducted in accordance with BHA Standing Orders;

g.

ensuring the accuracy of results;

h.

the announcement and publication of results;

i.

planning and organisation of the contests including warmup arrangements;

j.

planning and organisation of any evaluation sessions to be conducted in conjunction with the contests,
and

k.

provision of judging sheets and score forms to be used during the contests.

3.3.
The selection of judges, arranging their travel and accommodation is not a responsibility of contest administration
in BHA. However the CA should be aware of these arrangements, and be ready to assist in sorting out any difficulties that
may arise.

4.

Activities

4.1.
Work in support of the CA’s responsibilities starts at the earliest possible time after a Contests Event Convener
has been appointed. If a CA has not been appointed when an activity for which the CA would be responsible is required,
the activity will be carried out by the Australasian Guild of Barbershop Judges’ Contest Administration Specialist or that
officer’s delegate, who shall maintain a detailed record of events, to be provided to the CA when that appointment is made.

4.1. Pre-Contest
4.1.1. Contests Event Planning
4.1.1.1. At the earliest possible time, contact shall be made with the Contests Event Convener with a view to the CA being
included as a full member of the Contests Event Convener’s organising committee. The CA should provide detailed
guidance to the Contests Event Convener on all matters relating to the contest and evaluations. This is particularly
important in the early stages of Contests Event planning, during which the CA has a major role to play in decisions relating
to performance venue, sound and lighting matters, warm-up rooms, evaluation facilities, computing and printing
equipment.
4.1.1.2. The CA should attend as many Contests Event Convener meetings as possible. Although Contests Event
Authorities deal with a host of items that have little impact on areas of the CA’s responsibilities, there are often cases where
decisions might be taken in ignorance of likely impact. The presence of the CA can provide detection of such instances and
facilitate early corrective action.

4.1.2. Staffing
4.1.2.1. The absolute minimum Contest Administration team for a National Convention consists of:
a.

CA;

b.

ACA;

c.

Two Score Recorders, and

d.

One General Assistant.

For most Regional Contests Events, no staff other than the CA would be needed. However the larger events may require an
ACA and/or a Score Recorder in support of the CA.
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This basic team may be augmented as the CA determines. CA and ACA appointments are the responsibility of BHA
Council. Appointment of other members of the Contest Administration team are the responsibility of the CA.
4.1.2.2. Support teams are required for marshalling contestants through pre-contest warmup, post-performance movement
and post-contest evaluation sessions. These teams are crucial to the smooth operation of the contest and evaluation
processes, and should contain at least the following numbers:a.

Contests: Three Warmup Marshals and one Exit Marshal, plus one Controller, and

b.

Evaluation: One Evaluation Marshal per evaluator plus one Controller.

4.1.2.3. The provision and training of marshalling teams is normally the responsibility of the Contests Event Convener.
The CA must however ensure that the teams have the knowledge and capability to carry out their tasks.

4.1.3. Equipment
4.1.3.1. Desk lighting and printers are primary considerations. These are normally provided by the Contests Event
Convener, and requirement details should be provided to that authority at least 6 months before a National Convention, and
as soon as a Regional Contests Event Convener is appointed.
4.1.3.2. Desk lighting is required for each judge and each member of the CA team. (BHA owns a set of suitable lamps.)
4.1.3.3. Computing equipment requirements for a national convention are:
a.

Two computers capable of running the Scorer II application. (See the Scorer II Manual for details.)
Laptop style is preferred due to portability.

b.

One fast printer. At least 35 pages per minute is required. Colour capability is not essential. (This printer
will be used for printing judges’ documents and evaluation session forms. These are voluminous and are
all unique pages, so cannot be produced by photocopying. They are usually required very soon after the
completion of a Semifinal contest stage.)

c.

Two colour printers. A 12 pages per minute capability would be ample. (These printers will be used for
printing certificates.) Note that Canon printers are not suitable, as they produce very wet colour prints that
smudge with the least mishandling. Epson printers have been proven ideal.

For Regional Contests Events, one computer is adequate, and one colour printer would fulfil all printing requirements. As
Regional contests never include a two-stage contest, a high speed printer is not needed.
4.1.3.4. CAs and Contest Administration staff may use their own computers. That is acceptable provided that
arrangements can be made to insure interoperability with the printers to be used, well before the contest. If the required
computer(s) are not available from CA or staff personal equipment, the Specialist Contest Administration should be
informed at the earliest opportunity, so that other arrangements can be made.
4.1.3.5. Provision of printers is the responsibility of the Contests Event Convener, who should be provided with a detailed
specification of requirements at the earliest possible time.
4.1.3.6. Make very sure that the Contests Event Convener recognises that all the equipment listed above must be located
with the Contest Administration team in the contest area and be under the direct control of Contest Administration staff
only, at all times during the Contests Event. Never compromise on this requirement. History indicates that this total control
is essential for the timely production of documentation.

4.1.4. Contest Entries
4.1.4.1. The CA shall prepare contest entry forms and contest rules, in consultation with the Contest Control Authority, at
least 12 weeks before the contest, for publication. These documents should provide a return address and latest date for
receipt. See Appendix A for examples. They should never include time or place details of the contests, as this can lead to
confusion if those details change. The proper place for those details is in Contestant Information bulletins.
4.1.4.2. Upon receiving an entry for a contest, the CA shall determine the eligibility of the intended contestant, forward
any entry fee received to the Contest Control Authority and advise the intended contestant of receipt and acceptance of the
entry.
4.1.4.3. Memories are not infallible, so not lodging an entry may simply be due to the prospective contestant forgetting to
do so, or confusing the closing date. Therefore, approximately one week before the last date for accepting entries, the CA
should contact all eligible choruses and/or quartets that have not lodged an entry, to verify that they are not intending to do
so.
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4.1.5. Information Flow - Contestants
4.1.5.1. It is most important that all contestants be kept informed of any changes in conditions, rules or the proposed
contest arrangements, at the earliest possible time.
4.1.5.2. Contact with contestants should start with receipt of their entry, and continue until after the contest and any
disputes etc. have been finalised.
4.1.5.3. A Briefing Session for all contestants must be held at the Contests Event, prior to any contest commencing and
after contestants have had time to arrive and register. This briefing should be given by the CA, cover any last-minute
changes, and points previously advised but needing to be stressed. At the conclusion of the briefing, the contestants should
be given the opportunity to at least inspect the contest auditorium and warmup arrangements. Whilst a walk-through and
short time on stage (but singing should not be allowed) is desirable, it is not essential.

4.1.6. Information Flow - Judges
4.1.6.1. Judges must be informed of conditions, rules and the proposed contest arrangements. Information should include a
full Contests Event schedule, numbers of contestants in each contest, and any variations from normal contest procedure (for
instance, inclusion of age-category contests within other contests judging sessions).
4.1.6.2. Contact with judges should start at least six weeks before the first contest, and continue until after the contest and
any outstanding matters have been finalised.
4.1.6.3. A Briefing Session for the judges must be held at the Contests Event, prior to any contest commencing. This
briefing should be given by the CA, cover any last-minute changes, and points previously advised but needing to be
stressed.
4.1.6.4. BHS guidelines indicate a strong deference to judges is appropriate, perhaps even to the point of emasculation of
contest timing. It should be made clear to all judges that for our contests, timing is crucial and unless extraordinary
circumstances warrant, contestants will be invited to the stage on time.

4.1.7. Means of Communication
4.1.7.1. The email system provides an extremely efficient and fast means of communication. However problems can arise.
For instance:a.

some people do not check their emails regularly;

b.

emails can go astray without any error being reported to the sender;

c.

addresses can be wrong and no error is reported to the sender.

It is therefore good practice to set email transmissions to request an acknowledgment of receipt, and keep track of who has
not acknowledged or answered. If no such indication of receipt is received within a week, contact by telephone should be
attempted.
4.1.7.2. In the event that no email contact can be made with a contestant or judge, hard copy post and/or telephone must be
used. Post is very good, with the time between posting and receipt usually less than 4 days within Australia, 6-8 days
overseas (but note that weekends and public holidays add to these times).

4.1.8. Judges’ Documents
4.1.8.1. Immediately prior to commencement of a contest, each judge shall be provided with judging sheets and score
forms. The Scorer II software provides facilities for generating these documents, annotated with the judge’s category, the
contest title and contestants’ names. Where there is more than one judge per judging category, the judging sheets and score
forms are annotated with the judge’s ID (S1, S2 etc.) as determined by Scorer II. A copy of the Appearance List for the
contest should also be provided.
4.1.8.2. It is good practice to provide the documents for the first contest in inexpensive but neat plastic folders labelled
with the judge’s name, and of appropriate colour - Singing: blue, Music: yellow, Presentation: green.
4.1.8.3. Appropriate judging sheets and score forms should be provided to any shadow judges officially present. These
need not be annotated with anything but the judging category to which they apply.
4.1.8.4. Costs associated with provision of contest documentation may be claimed through Chairman, Australasian Guild
of Barbershop Judges.
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4.2. During Contest
4.2.1. The Warmup Sequence
4.2.1.1. Each contestant must be provided with an opportunity to warm up prior to performance in a contest. This requires
two Warmup Rooms (which must not be within hearing of the stage) and, if the Warmup Rooms are more than 3 minute’s
walk from the stage, one Chillout Space close to the stage. The selection of rooms and spaces should be made so as to
provide the shortest possible routes for movement, and the avoidance of stairs and other obstructions causing significant
physical effort, or difficulties for disabled persons. The two Warmup Rooms should be, as far as possible, equidistant from
the stage.
Table 1 provides a typical movement pattern for each contestant, where a Chillout Space is in use.
Table 2: Warmup - Contestant Movements
Time
P - 4 performance periods
P - 3 performance periods
P - 1 performance period
P-0

Activity
Report to Warmup Controller
Move to Warmup Room
Move to Chillout Space
Enter Stage

Where P = contestant’s performance time.
Notice that each contestant spends two performance periods in one Warmup Room. Contestants therefore need to be moved
alternately into Warmup Room 1 and Warmup Room 2.
4.2.1.2. All movements should be timed to take place in the time between a performer leaving the stage and the next
performer entering it.
4.2.1.3. Approximately 2 minutes before each move, the contestant to be moved should be given a 2 minute warning.
4.2.1.4. All contestants must be moved under the direct control of a marshal.
4.2.1.5. All contestants must be prevented from generating any noise audible on stage, especially whilst in the Chillout
Space.
4.2.1.6. Scorer II can generate Warmup Plans and all associated documentation.
4.2.1.7. See Para. 6. Warmup & Evaluation Plans and Marshalling for a detailed discussion on warmup & evaluation
planning and marshalling.

4.2.2. Contest Control
4.2.2.1. The CA has complete control of the contest.
4.2.2.2. Maintaining a consistent schedule is important, as it provides a consistent environment for all contestants. The CA
controls the timing of events by indicating to the MC when the next contestant may be announced. This may be done via a
set of indicator lights and switches (BHA owns such a set) or, if conditions permit, a simple hand signal.
4.2.2.3. Two conditions only (other than an unavoidable delay to the contest or a hold required by Chairman of Judges)
determine that the next contestant may be announced:a.

that the scores for the previous contestant have all been collected, and

b.

that the next contestant is available to enter the stage. This may be determined by the CA receiving a pre-arranged
signal from the Warmup Marshal accompanying the next contestant.

In recovering a schedule that has slipped or advanced, any adjustments to timing during the contest should be made in
increments of no more than one minute per contestant.
4.2.2.4. The Exit Marshal must meet each contestant leaving the stage, and usher it from the stage area to the next
designated place of call - usually a place assigned for official photography.
4.2.2.5. The normal arrangement for performance is that the contestant enters Stage Right, exits Stage Left. However local
arrangements may dictate that this is varied.
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4.2.2.6. Always schedule the appearance time of the first contestant at the start of a judging session or after a break, to be 5
minutes after the advertised time of commencement or recommencement of the session. This gives the MC time to make
housekeeping announcements and advise the audience members of their responsibilities.
4.2.2.7. Allow at least 30 minutes or 10% of a planned judging session time – whichever is greater – between the
scheduled end of a judging session and the start of the next activity. This will allow for most unforseen delays. Known as
‘contingency time’, this allocation should be shown on all overall Contests Event schedules, and labelled. If it is not, it is
likely to be reduced or disappear as the schedule gets refined.
4.2.2.8. For Chorus Contests, arrange for an accurate count of chorus members as they enter the stage, and for each count
to be labelled with the chorus name and passed to the CA before the following contestant enters the stage.

4.2.3. Scoring
4.2.3.1. For all contests, the scores shall be recorded in the computer application approved by BHA, Scorer II. For
National contests, scores shall be kept up to date throughout the contest on two computers, each running this software.
4.2.3.2. When a judge has finalised his/her scores for a contestant, he/she will place the completed score form on the front
of his/her table, usually with the annotated side face down. When all judges have done this, the CA or a designated member
of the CA team shall pick up all the forms and hand them to the Score Recorder(s). Each Score Recorder shall then enter
the scores on their computer.
4.2.3.3. At no time, until results are announced, should any score be able to be seen by persons other than the judges and
members of the CA team. Care therefore needs to be taken regarding the positioning of computer displays, and the control
of score forms.

4.3. Post Contest
4.3.1. Results
4.3.1.1. On completion of performances in a contest, and before any publication of results, the results must be verified.
This must be done by manually comparing the scores on each score form with Results or Judges Scoring Analysis printouts
from the Scorer II software. If two computers are in use, the printout from both must be checked against the score forms. If
any difference is detected, the score in the offending computer must immediately be corrected so as to agree with the score
form. (Where the Judging Panel includes more than one judge per category, the Judges Scoring Analysis printout should be
used, as this shows the individual judge scores recorded.)
This check must include verification that any penalties recorded on score forms are properly shown in the printout.
4.3.1.2. When a valid result has been determined, the CA has the responsibility of announcing the results. This will usually
be possible within 15 minutes of completion of judging. Results should be announced in ascending order:Bronze (or 3rd), then Silver (or 2nd), then Gold (or 1st)
Each announcement should commence with the medal or prize, then the contestant’s Average (i.e. percent) score, followed
by the contestant’s name. Note that there should never be a public announcement regarding any penalty or disqualification.
4.3.1.3. Whilst the announcements are being made, the Contests Event Convener should be passed a copy of the results
sheet – printed after any corrections have been made – for copying and local distribution. Certificates should also be
printed out at this time. (Scorer II can generate all the certificates required, other than ‘Audience Favourite’.)
4.3.1.4. A copy of the Judges’ Scoring Analysis – printed after any corrections have been made – should be handed to the
Chairman of Judges, should he/she require it. (This analysis is of little use unless there is more than one judge per category
in the judging panel.)

4.3.2. Evaluations
4.3.2.1. The design and control of evaluation sessions has proved to be the operation that causes the most difficulties at
contest events. The reason for this is that it requires the simultaneous control of many people, over an extended period in
which sequentially dependent events take place. Careful planning is required, and over-staffing is NEVER a problem. The
Evaluation Session Marshals must be made thoroughly familiar with their task and the planned schedule. They must be
advised to be ruthless in moving people at the required time. Evaluators are notorious for continuing their discussions with
contestants after the prescribed interview time has elapsed. It often takes almost physical force to prevent this happening!
Termination of interviews on time is crucial, as any departure has a knock-on effect that can disrupt the entire session. A
capacity for diplomatic firmness is essential for any good marshal.
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4.3.2.2. Generally, an Evaluation Session will be required for each contest judging session. On occasion however, and
with careful planning, Evaluation Sessions can include contestants from more than one judging session. It is inadvisable to
mix choruses and quartets within the same evaluation session, as this can lead to severe scheduling difficulties and
unforseen disruptions.
4.3.2.3. A contestant shall never be included in an evaluation session in which the evaluation panel includes a judge or
judges assigned to a contest in which the contestant has yet to appear.
4.3.2.4. As far as possible, evaluators should be scheduled to interview contestants in the same order as they appeared in
the related contest.
4.3.2.5. Each contestant must be interviewed by one evaluator for each judging category. An interview period of at least 10
minutes (including movement time between interviews) is the minimum required.
4.3.2.6. Where an evaluation panel contains evaluators of local and overseas origin, it is a good idea to arrange for each
contestant to be interviewed by a mix of evaluators, so that no contestant is interviewed only by local evaluators or only by
evaluators from overseas.
4.3.2.7. Quartets should be scheduled to move between evaluators, the evaluators remaining stationary. Choruses, because
of numbers, are usually stationary, with the evaluators being required to move.
4.3.2.8. As far as possible, evaluation sessions should be located out of earshot of each other. For quartets, the evaluator’s
hotel rooms have often been used to great advantage. With choruses, the provision of sufficient locations of suitable size is
often a problem. It has been found that a large auditorium can be used, with interviews conducted at widely separated
locations utilising performance, judging and audience areas. However this is always to be a second option to totally
separate locations.
4.3.2.9. The scoring software Scorer II has facilities for the arrangement of evaluation sessions, allowing for all of the
above variations and requirements. It can also generate evaluation information for each contestant and evaluator, providing
a list of appointments, and a breakdown of scores. It will also provide a printout of the overall scheme for an evaluation
session, for use by the Evaluation Marshals and their controller.
4.3.2.10. Evaluation Marshals must give each Evaluator a 2 minute warning of the required end of an interview.
4.3.2.11. Always ensure that large signs are posted at each interview location, indicating the location name as listed in the
evaluation schedule.
4.3.2.12.See Para. 6. Warmup & Evaluation Plans and Marshalling for a detailed discussion on warmup & evaluation
planning and marshalling.

4.3.3. Communications
4.3.3.1. Contest results and the Scorer II information database file containing the results of contests shall be forwarded to
the BHA Contest Administration Specialist.
4.3.3.2. Contest results sheets shall be forwarded to the Contest Control Authority for general publication.
4.3.3.3. On completion of all matters relating to the contests held during a Contests Event, a report should be made to the
Contest Control Authority, copied to the Contests Event Convener. This report should include an overview of the Contests
Event from the contest administration viewpoint, and highlight any problems, difficulties etc. that arose. Recommendations
for changes to normal procedures may also be made, with reasons given.

5.

Documents for a Contest

5.1. Documentation that the CA should supply to others associated with a contest include:a.

General Requirements, to Contests Event Convener at the earliest possible time after appointment to the
CA post.
A written statement outlining facilities and supplies needed for the contests, covering Contest Panel
physical requirements, light & power needs, computing facilities, stationery etc.

b.

Contest Entry Forms, to Contests Event Convener (for distribution to possible contest entrants).
These forms must comply with the BHA standard Entry Form format. Use Scorer II to create these forms.
For finalization, they require Entry Fee and payment mechanism details, obtainable from the Contests
Event Convener. The finalized form must indicate that return to the CA of the original signed document
is required, and provide the return postal address. An example is shown in Appendix A.
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To be delivered as an MS Word document file with ‘fill in only’ Protection applied, before the date for
inviting entries.
c.

Chorus Contest Performer List, to Contests Event Convener with the Contest Entry Forms (for
distribution to possible contest entrants), if chorus contests are to be conducted. For finalization, they
require only the name of the Contests Event to be added. Use Scorer II to create this form. An example is
shown in Appendix A.
To be delivered as an MS Word document file with ‘fill in only’ Protection applied, before the date for
inviting entries. The Contests Event Convener should be advised that this form is an adjunct to the
Chorus Contest Entry Form, and requested to instruct Entrants
(i)

that the list should contain all possible performers if the Entrant is a BHA registered
chorus and has not elected for ‘Evaluation Only’;

(ii)

that other entrants are required only to supply names of performers who will appear in
other choruses, and

(iii)

to return the completed form as hard copy with their Contest Entry Form, or as an MS
Word document file by email when returning their Contest entry Form, to the CA.

Whilst names without BHA Membership Numbers cannot be used by Scorer II, they may be used to
make manual adjustments to chorus appearance times to avoid common members not having sufficient
time to get off the stage and back to join their next chorus for its warmup period.
When completed Chorus Contest Performer Lists are received from BHA choruses, enter the BHA
Membership Numbers of any performers indicated as taking part in other choruses into Scorer II, and
forward the forms to Secretary, BHA for membership checks.
d.

Song Nomination Form, to all entrants
Scorer II creates two versions of this form – one for Single Stage contests, and one for Two Stage
contests. Scorer II determines if one or both versions are needed. The Last Date for the return of these
forms would normally be the day before the contests commence. However, if recordings are to be made,
check with the Contests Event Convener as to the latest possible date that this information would be of
use in the clearance of recording rights etc. and make that the Last Date for return of the forms if it
precedes the date the contests start.
Dispatch the appropriate form as an MS Word document with ‘fill in only’ Protection applied to each
Entrant as soon as the Entrant’s Entry Form is received, with advice that the information, whilst not
essential for entry into the contest, is needed to assist with accurate song title data for the results
publication, and (if appropriate) to assist in the copyright and performing rights clearance for making and
distributing recordings of the contest. Entrants should also be advised that changes to song choices may
be communicated to the CA up to the date of the contest, and that no penalty would be applied should a
contestant substitute a different song during its contest performance.

e.

Acknowledgment of Entries, to all entrants at the earliest possible time. Email is acceptable.
This should include advice of acceptance or rejection, as appropriate, of the Entry application. If a
rejection is involved, the reason for the rejection should be given.

f.

Advice to Contestants, to all entrants.
General information about the contests and the physical arrangements for the event. In fact, any
information that may be of assistance to the contestants.
Send at the earliest possible time, preferably with the Entry Acknowledgment. Email text is acceptable,
but usually it is best to send the document as an attachment to an email, in pdf.

g.

Appearance List for each judging session, to all judges, entrants and Contests Event Convener.
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy or pdf, as appropriate. Include a hard copy in each
judges’ document folder.

h.

Warmup Schedule for each judging session, to Contests Event Convener (for use by marshals).
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy or pdf, as appropriate.

i.

Judging Sheets for each judging session, to all judges.
Generate these sheets in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy, on appropriately coloured paper. For large
events, have each judge’s set bound into a pad. (Office Works provides a very inexpensive service,
producing handy, edge-glued pads.) Include these in each judge’s document folder.

j.

Score Forms for each judging session, to all judges.
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Generate these forms in Scorer II. They require slicing (two straight cuts per A4 sheet). Distribute as hard
copy, on appropriately coloured paper. For large events, have each judge’s set bound into a pad. (Office
Works provides a very inexpensive service, producing handy, edge-glued pads.) Include these in each
judge’s document folder.
k.

Evaluation Session Schedule for each Evaluation Session, to Contests Event Convener (for use by
marshals).
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy or pdf, as appropriate, as soon as possible.

l.

Evaluators’ Interview Schedule, to all judges.
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy, as soon as possible.

m. Contestant Reporting List for Evaluations, to Contests Event Convener (for general publication).
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy or pdf, as appropriate, as soon as possible.

6.

n.

Contestants’ Analyses, to contestants.
Generate this list in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy, as soon as possible on completion of the associated
judging session and before the Evaluation interviews start. (These documents contain detailed score
information and the contestant’s Evaluation appointments.)

o.

Contest Results, to Contests Event Convener (for immediate publication), and BHA Secretary for
placement on the BHA website.
Generate this document in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy or pdf, as appropriate, as soon as possible.

p.

Award Certificates, to BHA President or Region Chairman, as applicable (for signing & distribution to
prize-winners.) Ensure that Scorer II’s selection of medal or place awards is appropriately set.
Generate these in Scorer II. Distribute as hard copy, as soon as possible.

q.

Judges’ Scoring Analysis, to Chairman of the Judging Panel, Chairman, Australasian Guild of
Barbershop Judges.
Deliver the printout to Chairman of Judges as soon as possible after completion of a judging session. The
Excel file versions for all judging sessions should be delivered to Chairman, Australasian Guild of
Barbershop Judges soon after completion of the Contests Event.

r.

A personal ‘Thank You’ to each judge and to the Contests Event Convener.
A short email expressing thanks to the judge or Contest Event Convener, and any other observation about
the proceedings that you consider appropriate. Email is acceptable.
Distribute as soon as possible after completion of the Contests Event.

s.

Performance Evaluation of Contest Administration Team, to Contests Event Convener.
These forms should be based upon the evaluation form illustrated in this document. The MS Word form
is obtainable from CA Category Specialist. Complete the entries and dispatch to the Contests Event
Convener, with a request that it be completed and returned to Chairman, Australasian Guild of
Barbershop Judges.

t.

Performance Evaluation of Contest Judge – one for each judge, to Chairman, Australasian Guild of
Barbershop Judges.
These forms should be based upon the evaluation form illustrated in this document. The MS Word form
is obtainable from CA Category Specialist. Complete your assessment of each judge on a form, and
dispatch to Chairman, Australasian Guild of Barbershop Judges soon after completion of the Contests
Event.

u.

CA Report, to Chairman of Region or President, BHA, as appropriate, with a copy to the Contests Event
Convener.
Provide a report, which should include general observations regarding the contests, an analysis of any
unusual incidents, and any recommendations that you consider appropriate. (Recommendations should be
based upon observations and analyses contained within the report.)
Dispatch in MS Word format or pdf as soon as possible after the Contests Event.

Warmup & Evaluation Plans and Marshalling

6.1. General
6.1.1. Warmup circuit and Evaluation Session movements are the most difficult parts of a contest to control. Problems
can be minimised if
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(a) planning is based upon tried and true methods;
(b) the planning is followed, and
(c) the marshal leaders have the knowledge, skills and leadership to respond to unexpected situations.
6.1.2. The planning of these activities is the CA’s responsibility, whilst the provision and training of the marshals is in
the hands of the Contests Event Convener. During a Contests Event, the marshalling teams work for the CA, and must be
prepared to take direction from that officer. Thus there needs to be very close cooperation and free exchange of information
with the Contests Event Convener. Further, the CA needs to impress upon the Contests Event Convener the importance of
the marshalling operations, advise it in detail of the planning and the reasons for the plan structure, and where
responsibilities lie.

6.2. The Warmup Circuit
6.2.1.

The fundamental requirements of warmup movements are:(a) the plan allows reasonable but not over-generous time for movements to take place;
(b) contestants are not required to be held silent anywhere for longer than 2-3 minutes;
(c) contestants get an uninterrupted warmup period;
(d) the movement of contestants in reasonable time (say < 2-3 minutes) is possible and safe (for instance, no
tripping through bits & bobs lying about backstage), even where contestants have physical disabilities, and
(e) once in the warmup stream, contestants must be under direct control of a marshal - except whilst on stage
and warming up.

6.2.2. Because we have no control on the length of time a contestant can remain on stage, the timing of performances
during a judging session can drift about the planned performance schedule considerably. Unplanned-for interruptions e.g. a
judge needing an unscheduled ‘comfort break’ can also add significant delays. Thus the only way that the above
requirements can be met is for the timing of warmup circuit movements to be tied to activities in the auditorium. The
warmup plans that Scorer generates specify movements related in time to the 'Close the Doors' requests by the MC. This is
the most accurate indication we have of when the following contestant will need to be ready to enter the stage. It is better
that the length of time a contestant has for warm-up vary rather than having contestants standing around somewhere in
silence for an extended period.
6.2.3.

The marshalling team for the warmup circuit should have a leader and at least 3 troops. Their tasks are:(a) Leader: Communication, control, decision-making.
(b) Troops: One taking contestants to warmup rooms;
one taking contestants from warmup rooms to pre-stage, ensuring that the CA knows they are ready,
getting the contestants on stage when announced, and counting the singers in choruses and
informing the CA of that count, and
one taking contestants from stage to their next activity e.g. photo-stop or auditorium seating.

6.3. Evaluation Sessions
6.3.1.

The fundamentals of evaluation session planning are:(a) The facilities provide reasonable soundproofing for each interview;
(b) the plan allows reasonable but not over-generous time for movements to take place;
(c) all movements take place synchronously and at the planned time, and
(d) once in the evaluation stream, contestants and judges remain under direct control of a marshal (except during
interviews).

6.3.2. The biggest problem in maintaining an evaluation schedule is in getting interviews terminated on time. The
marshals need to be capable of ‘diplomatic force’ to get interviews terminated on schedule. An interview should never be
allowed to continue past the scheduled time just because the interview started late due to a previous interview not
terminating on time.
6.3.3.
The marshalling team for the evaluation session should have a leader and as may troops as there are jevaluators.
Their tasks are:(a) Leader: Communication, control, decision-making.
(b) Troops: Get interviews terminated on schedule, and move contestants or judges into their interviews.
Marshall teams need to be thoroughly trained, made aware of how the schedules work, and what is expected. They need to
be well rehearsed and very familiar with the physical environment in which they will work.
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Appendix A - Standard BHA Forms
A1.

Contest Entry Documentation

A1.1
Contest Entry documentation is created by Scorer II. These are MS Word ‘form’ documents containing controls,
and have ‘fill in only’ Protection set. The forms that Scorer II creates are:a. Chorus Contest Entry form;
b. Chorus Performer List;
c. Quartet Contest Entry Form;
d. Single-stage Contest Song Nomination Form, and
e. Two-stage Contest Song Nomination Form.
A1.2
Examples of these forms are illustrated in Figs. A1-A5. Note that details may change from time to time. Always
use the latest version of Scorer II, to ensure that the forms are in accordance with current requirements.

A2.

Performance Assessment Forms

A2.1
Standard forms for Judge and Contest Administration Team Performance Assessment are available from CA
Category Specialist, Australasian Guild of Barbershop Judges. Judge Performance Assessment forms are in MS Word
format, and contain MS Word Form controls for making selections and entering text. These forms are supplied with ‘fill in
only’ Protection set, for ease of inserting and setting the information required.
A2.2
Judge and Contest Administrator Performance Evaluation Forms are based upon the BHS forms with similar
function. The significant changes address variations in officer titles and addresses. The form for assessment of judges
contains MS Word form controls, making them suitable for completion in MS Word. The form for the assessment of
Contest Administration Team is designed for long-hand completion.
A2.3
The Judge and Contest Administrator Team Performance Evaluation Forms are illustrated in Figs. A6-A7. Note
that details may change from time to time, due to changes in the BHS forms. Always check with CA Category Specialist to
ensure the latest versions are to hand.

A3.

Scoring Documents

A3.1 Scorer II has the capability of producing all the scoring documents, with annotation added automatically. These
documents include:a. Judging Sheets, and
b. Score Forms.
A3.2
Judging Sheets are used by the judges to record their impressions of a performance during and immediately after
completion of a contestant’s performance. They remain the property of the judge, and although the judge writes a score on
them, he also writes that score on the Score Form for the category and contestant.
A3.3
Score Forms are used by the judges to pass the points score they assign to each song for each contestant’s
performance. They allow for the scores of up to four songs to be entered, depending upon the settings made in Scorer II for
the contests. (For the normal Barbershop contest, only space for two songs is shown..) The Score Form becomes the official
source for all scores.
A3.4
Scorer II prints Judging Sheets and Score Forms with judging session contests, judges’ identities, and contestants’
titles annotated. It prints them in judging category and contestant appearance order. It also adds judging penalty
information, appropriate to each judge’s category, to the Score Forms. Three Score Forms are printed on each page, each
page containing forms for the same category. They require slicing, with two straight cuts per A4 page. Each Judging Sheet
consumes one page, and double-sided printing can be used to produce forms for Song 1 and Song 2 back-to-back on the
same sheet.
A3.5 Scorer II reads a text file to obtain the judging penalties for the Score Forms. This file resides in the same hard disk
folder as Scorer II itself, and is supplied automatically when Scorer II is installed. However, if there is a change in judging
rules, it requires updating. The latest version of this file is available from CA Category Specialist. Always check to ensure
that the latest version of the file is installed.
A3.6 Examples of a Score Form page printout and a Judging Sheet are shown in Figs. A8-A9.
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Fig. A 1 – Example BHA Chorus Contest Entry Form
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Fig. A 2 – Example Chorus Performer List
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Fig. A 3 – Example BHA Quartet Contest Entry Form
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Fig. A 4 – Example Single-stage Song Nomination Form
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Fig. A 5 – Example Two-stage Song Nomination Form
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Fig. A 6 – BHA Contest Administration Team Performance Evaluation Form
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Fig. A 7 – BHA Contest Judge Performance Evaluation Form
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Fig. A 8 Example BHA Score Form
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Fig. A 9 – BHA Judging Sheet Example
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